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ECA/FAO ■ EnDEA : MALAWI STUD/

RURAL DEVELOPMENT EXPERIENCES IN MALAWI1

1. BACKGROUND STATEMENT

1.1. The Lsnd and Population

TheTepubtic of Malawi is a land-locked country in south-east Africa with common borders with Mozambique,
Zambia and Tanzania. The country is long and narrow, 901 km from north to south and varying between 80 and

161 km east to west. Of the total surface area of 118,484 km2 about 20 per cent is taken up by Lake Malawi and
other smaller lakes. The remaining land area of 9,408 km2 is divided between customary land (30 per cent), public
land (18 per cent) and estate (private) land (3 per cent). Between (971 and 1986. there had been a loss of over

13 per cent of woodland and an increase in cultivated land, particularly for permanent crops, and other land

indicating that estate land-holdings must have grow, substantially.

The current population was around 8 million, with a sex ratio of 49:51 male to female and 46 per cent below

15 years. Population density had grown from 43 in 19ti6: to 59 in 1977 and 85 persons/km2 indicating annual

growth rates of 2.9 per cent between 1966 and 1977, and 3 ? p^r npnt between 1977 and 1987. In 1970, 90 percent

of the population were engaged in agriculture. This had dropped to 7a per cent by 1987. Only 45 per cent ot the

population had attended school.

1.2. The economy

Agriculture was the mainstay of the economy, contributing 37 per cent of gross domestic product (GDP),

whereas Manufacturing accounted for 1.: per canl. C;h..i ii.7abl-« ooiu-Luiionslo GDP came from distribution (11

percent) and government services (15 per cent). Thus, them was a reliance on agricr'tural commodity exports and

dependence on the importation of manufacture ponds

The agricultural sector was divided into two: the smallholder and the large-scale (estate) sub-sectors. The

smallholders were largely involved in Vnr production of tN- subtftfonc-e crops - mate, (ice, cassava, groundnuts,

potatoes, pulses - as well as small amounts of export crops such as tobacco, iea and cotton. The estate sub-sector

was mainly responsible for the export commodities - tobacco, tea and sugar. Smallholder farming contributed 28

per cent ot the GDP while estate agriculture contributed only 9 per cent. In 1988 export ot tobacco, tea and sugar

accounted for 85 per cent of the total value of domestic exports with the remaining 15 per cent contributed by the

smallholder sub-sector and all other sectors, including manufacturing.

The paradox of the agriculture secior was, therefore, That the national importance of the small-holder sub-

soctor was not reflected and did not benefit from the export economy.

Both export and import trade were heavily skewed towards transactions with a few western Industrialized

countries and Japan. Little trade was done with other African countries, apart from South Africa and Zimbabwe,

which have traditionally been the source of some manufactured goods.

Another characteristic of the Malawi economy W£:s its perpetual indebtedness. The central government

budget was divided into a Recurrent Account and a Development Account. From 1981 to 1980, 88 per cent of

budgeted expenditure came from local tevenus sources and 12 per cent from externa! grants. However, there was

Summaiy based on "Evaluation of Rural Development Experience*, in Arrive. (ERDE-A): Malawi Case Studies" prepared by Df. J.

t/isyuyuka Kauncta: University of Malawi. P.O. Box 280, Zomba, Malavi. March 1990.



a cumulative deficit amounting to one third of total revenues and grants over the five-year period as the centra!

government tended to rely on borrowing io undertake government operations, in 1988/89, recurrent expenditure

accounted for 19.9 per cent of GDP while the development expenditure took only 9.5 per cent with development
taking an unfair share of reductions in the budgetary outlays.

1.3. Development poticy

Malawi's development policy has been pragmatic, and has been shaped by the advocacy of private

enterprise and selective public participation in the economy. There has, therefore, been the maintenance of a mixed

economy, with emphasis on agricultural development as the mainstay of national development.

The basis of national development policy was the 1961 Malawi Congress Party election manifesto which
became the first plan produced by the nationalist government after it had won the 1961 pre-independence general

election, Egalitarian reforms for African participation in the economy, in agriculture, commerce, and in the civil

service were al! advocated. The priorities of the plan were the building of the economic infrastructure, human

resource development and agricultural modernization. Commercialization of agriculture was emphasized, as a basis

for increasing yields, to make agriculture the source of income for the masses. This would be spear-headed by cash

cropping, accompanied by government assistance in the provision of loans, strengthening field extension services,

a!id stabilization of prices for primary products. All subsequent plans until 1980 merely brought out more detail of
t'e national development policy outlined in the 1962-65 plan.

The need for foreign assistance was acknowledged and the United States, the World Bank, the United
Kingdom and the Federal Republic of Germany have remained thp principal aid donors.

There was some re-orientation of basic policy with the publication of the 1987-96 Statement of Development

Policies and a more satisfactory pattern of sustainable and egalitarian development was advocated. However,

riespfte this re-orientation, the strategy remains essentially that of modernization and reformist rather than
tr-;nsformation-oriented.

1A Sorfi-eccnomic dc/elopmcnt, "TO^-ISSC

Malawi experienced rapid economic growth in the one and ha" decades following independence in 1964.

But the economy began to shrink at the «ind oi the 1970s. This change of fortunes showed several shortcomings

in the structural arrangement of the economy, and in the poticy framework within which national development was

being promoted. Extern?! determinants, that is, the deterioration of terms of trade, external transport problems to

arid from the Mozambican ports of Beira and Nacala brought into snarp focus the structural weakness of the
economy. These weaknesses were:

- Over-dependence on very tew crops lor foreign exchange earnings:

- Weak institutional support for pyport-cifintad markctlrn;

- Low' productivity of small holder agriculture;

- Dependence on imported fuels;

■■ Resource mis-allocations through extensive price control;

■■ and deficiencies in the management and operations of the parastatals and the central planning

agencies.

The Malawi government sought assistance from ihe International Monetary Fund external fund facility io

reduce the short-term fiscal imbalance of payments dlssquii'bria. In addition., structural adjustment loans were

obtained from the World Bank to improve efficiency oi resource u^e and lo re-establish medium to long term



growth in per capita income. The 1980s were thus characterised by uncertainty over long-term development

prospects in view of the various conscious reforms that the Malawi Government sought to implement to fulfil the

conditions of the IMF and the World Bank's-Structural Adjustment Programme.

Economic performance, 1864-1980: Partly due to growing world trade and favourable commodity prices

between 1964 and 1978, there was rapid economic growth in Malawi. GNP growth averaged 6.0 per cent, whereas

population was growing at below 2.9 per cent a year. The annual inflation rate .was rising at 8,2 per cent. Real gross

domestic income grew at an annual average of 5.2 per cent still well ahead of population growth. Per capita income

improved annually. Domestic savings grew from 0.3 in 1964 to 17.7 per cent of GDP during 1977-79, thus raising

gross domestic investment from 14 to 29 per cent of GDP. Investment financed from domestic resources rose to

55 per cent of total investment.

Thls~growth was filled mainly by the expansion of estate agriculture and by the promotion of complimentary

industry through large scale parastatal and other quasi-governmeni organizations. Agriculture grew at the rate of

4 per cent and Industry at 8.6 per cent a year. Thus, by 1979, the share of the agricultural sector's contribution had

fallen from over 55 per cent to 43 per cent of GDP; currently It was 37 per cent. Although there was constant

reference to small holder agriculture, in reality policy favoured large scale estate enterprises. The historically

determined structural bias of the economy, led to a continual reliance on the estate sub-sector. Meanwhile,

industrial expansion was based on consumer goods and import substitution, promoted through targe-scale

parastatal enterprises. But by 1980, ft was evident that the large scale estate and parastatal enterprises were unable

to solve problems of ofMarm employment and income generation. The high rates of growth could not be sustained

due to external economic determinants which, combined with internal structuraland policy deficiencies, led to a

general decline in economic actMty. ■ '

Malawi's terms of trade fell by 40 per cent by 1979/80 and her major exports (tobacco, tea and sugar)

earned a drastically reduced Income In the face of the steep rises in. the prices of imported fuel, capital, and

intermediate goods. Increases In interest rates on world financial markets and high rates of inflation in1 the

developed countries compounded Malawi's economic problems. Agricultural output suffered from drought. Political

insurgency In Mozambique forced Malawi to use costly alternative routes for importing and exporting. Thus the

favourable balance of payments position and the satisfactory government budget operations that had been obtained

In the 1970s were reversed.

Consequently, the national economy was depressed; growth in GDP fell from 3.3 per cent in 1979 to -0.4

per cent in 1980 and -5.2 per cent in 1981. The overall public sector deficit increased from about 6 per cent during

1975-78 to about 12 per cent of GDP by 1982. As the government attempted to reverse the deteriorating levels of

economic activity by maintaining aggregate demand through deficit spending, credit to the public sector rose from

34 per cent of total credit In 1979 to 41 percent in 1980, and 52'per cent in 1982. However, this had little Impact

on output, as it tended to constrain private sector expansion. The contraction in domestic demand was evident in

a one third fallln Import volume between 1979 and 1981.

The structural adjustment period, 1981-1989: The structural adjustment programme was in three phases,

spanning 1982-85. It ushered in a review and increase of agricultural commodity prices, liberalization of general

prices, reorganization of the central planning machinery, rationalization of the holding and management of the major

parastatat holdings and the generation of more exports. In 1982, the economy began to'recover. GDP growth rate

was positive at 2.7 as compared to -5.2 per cent in 1981. Although the growth rate declined again, in 1986 arid

1987, It remained positive. Other macro-economic Indicators have remained positive, although real per capita

income has declined. Table 1 summarises the macroeconoirtic indicators. . • . * ■

In addition, total government revenue rose from '20 per cent of GDP in 1981/82 to about 21 per cent.in

1988/89. Thus, the overall deficit as a percentage of GDP fell from 12 per cent In 1981/82 to 2.07 per cent in

1988/89. But this conceals the fact that development expenditure had fallen from 11 to 9.5 per cent of GDP over

the same period. The recurrent expenditure, had fallen by only 1 per cent point over the same period. This Indicated

that improvement in the trade balance, the current account and overall deficits In relation to GDP were actually

attained at the expense of development expenditures. The structural adjustment, therefore, appears to have been



accompanied by both a reduction in overall development activity and a squeeze on the growth of per capita

Income.

Table l. Malawi - key economic indicators, 1977-88

GDP growth rate

Trade balance/GDP

Current account

dsfldt/GDP

Budget deftril/GDP

Per capita Income

(1978 prices)

1977

4.3

2.1

7.1

6.1

124.6

1S78

3-3

-3.6

17.8

6.3

128.0

1979

3.3

-8.6

24.8.

S.2

127.9

1980

-0.4

-2.9

22.2

9.7

125.3

1981

-5.2

2.5

11.4

•11.6

115.3

1962

2.7

3.9

11.2

-11.7

113.3

1983

3,6

2,8

12.3

-9.2

115.0

1984

4.4

12.8

1.4

•7.8

116.3

1985

4.3

7.2

9.6

-6.4

116.5

1986

2.6

9.6

5.6

-6.3

116.3

1987

1.4

8.2

4.8

11.5

113.8

19SS

3.6

3.8

7.3

6.2

115.0

It appears, therefore, that the 1981-85 structural adjustment programmes contributed to the recovery of the

Malawi economy. Not only did agricultural exports increase, the overall deficit was reduced and statutory bodies

generally started to operate profitably.

Nevertheless, the basic structural rigidities of the economy.were not removed. Traditional agricultural

commodities still continued to dominate the export market. In 1988, tobacco accounted for 64.0, tea 10.6, sugar

9.7 per cent of total value of domestic exports. But commodity and income terms of trade still remained well below

thefr 1980 level. Thus, even with Increased physical quantities and increased unit values of exports, the 6xport trade

was NOT in favour of Malawi's economy.

At the same time, the share of agriculture in GDP remained constant at 37 per cent. Industrial growth was

still severely limited. This was due to industry's dependence on imported inputs, the continuing foreign exchange

constraint on the economy, the lack of development of complementary small scale enterprises and the lack,.of

diversification into mining or into alternative locally-based and self-sustaining industrial enterprises. Meanwhile, the

health and education sectors were ignored by the structural adjustment loans and had not improved. It thus

became dear, by 1987, that the structural adjustment programme had not resolved all of Malawi's social and

economic development problems. During the same period, other factors came into play which had negative effects

on overall national development.

Malawi was faced with various development constraints in the late 1980s. These included the continuing civi!

war in Mozambique, which led to the closure of the Beira and Naeala rail lines in 1984 and forced continued

dependence on expensive alternative routes. There was a further decline in commodity prices compounded by poor

weather conditions for agricultural production. The grace-periods for rescheduled loan repayments expired in 1986

and there was a general falling off in the levels of foreign aid. On the social front, an accelerated influx of

Mozambfcan refugees placed a heavy burden on the economy. These problems worsened the balance of payments

position, drastically reduced national reserves, and restricted foreign exchange allocations and imports of

commodities leading to scarcities and rising inflation. Consequently, domestic Industry continued to operate at

lower than optimal capacity thus further slowing down economic growth. In 1987, the government embarked on

the Industrial and Trade Policy Adjustment Credit programme, again with foreign assistance. It is not clear whether

the positive growth rates of 1988 were due to this programme or to other factors. In summary, the structural

adjustment programme revealed that the structural disarticulation of the Malawi economy could not be corrected

in the short to medium term. If anything, it taught a lesson that adjustment has no single formula and is more

complex than the World Bank and IMF assumed. Indeed, externally induced adjustment compounded the

developmental problems of the economy: it further entrenched the export oriented estate agriculture by decimating

the fledgling industrial sector. The subsistence basis of the economy was perpetuated at the same time as health

and education services were limited to an increasingly smaller proportion of the population of the county. On

balance, Malawi's economic underdevelopment was exacerbated by the structural adjustment programmes.
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1.5. Agricultural and Rural Development

With the majority of the population in the rural areas, agriculture was the main vehicle for rural development
It has been noted above that the smallholder sub-sector was subsistence-based. The apparent growth generated
by various measures taken in the Implementation of the structural adjustment programme did not signify the
recovery of the smallholder sub-sector. Thus, although total agricultural production was generally positive in the
decade spanning the late 70s to the late 80s, per capita production actually fell. Likewise, see figures 1 and 2 per
capita production of livestock products and crops also declined. As the smallholder farmer produced the staple
crops, both per capita food and cereals production were also falling. Malawi was, therefore faced with a food
security threat With about 80 per cent of the population dependent on agriculture and dwelling in the rural areas
and with a major share of subsistence crops grown by the small-holders, the material survival and well-being of
the nation depended'on the viability of this sub-sector. Hence, there was an urgent need to revitalize the small
holder suc^sector of the agricultural economy.

1.6. Summary

The salient features of the Malawi economy may be summarized thus: It was a structurally unbalanced
economy with national wealth generated mainly by the agricultural sector. This dominant sector was characterized
by a sub-dMsion between a large scale estate sub-sector which generated foreign exchange earnings from a
handful of commercial crops, and a smallholder farming sub-sector which catered mainly for subsistence The
manufacturing' sector was small but the distribution and services sector disproportionately large for a country with
low per capita income and low urbanization. Malawi's was, therefore, a low output agricultural economy catering
for a rapldry growing population.^ a country with one of the highest population densities in Africa.

Due to the structural rigidities of the pre-dominantiy subsistence economy, the government's revenue base
was small. This concomftantfy led to reliance on foreign loans and domestic, borrowing to finance government
expenditures. Budgetary deficits were common and this was a significant constraint on development expenditures.
The 1980s structural adjustment programme with accompanying austerity conditions, severely constrained
investments for overall development, limited the development of social services and generally contributed to the
perpetuation of the decline In per capita income. At the same time, the programme failed to alter the structural basis
of the economy. Thus, subsistence production remained at a low level and overall food security was threatened
by the constant fall in per capita production of food crops, the continued influx of Mozambican refugees implied
that Malawi had to depend on the importation of food also. Prospects for economic growth on an equitable and
sustainable basis were gloomy.

2. CASE STUDY 1 - THE MACHINGA DISTRICT DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE (DDC)

The following are based on empirical observations of the operations of the Machinga DDC, especially as
regards the relationship between local participants and the central government in the rural development process.

My contention is that iocaify-initiated self help projects with little outside assistance tend to suffer from
Insufficient funding. As such, the range and ..breadth of such activities that can be done on a self-help basis are
limited. Lack of local expertise and low levels of education tend to encourage local dependence on central
government technical agents, at the expense of mass participatory development. Hence local committees are more
invoked in the implementation of centrally determined policies and' programmes rather than in actual decision
making for the initiation and planning of developmental activities. -■■■'-

The DDCs were established in 1965 to promote rural development especially through voluntary self-help. They
were partially funded and coordinated by the central government, The main form of funding was through

government provision of building materials and technical support. Since group credit andextension were organized

under a separate institutional arrangement, the DDCs were involved in such local development projects as the

building of school blocks, clinics, and houses for agricultural development and farm home assistants. Local labour
supply and provision of bricks, sand and other local inputs was the major concern of the DDCs. Nevertheless, the



DDCs were supposed to provide the mass participatory aspect of development, as forums for the discussion of

development problems, priorities and plans. The DDC linked together central government field agents, political and

traditional leaders and the local people under the chairmanship ot the district commissioner (DC). Requests for

funding were channelled through the DC, who was also the chief government representative in the district.

The nature of DDC projects in Machinga was not easily subject to quantification. They were too small and

too scattered around fhe district so that it was difficult to monitor their success or failure. Indeed criteria for such

an evaluation were not quite well defined. But what wns clearly observed was that, whereas they involved iocal self-

help with little outside assistance, determination of the location of the government assisted projects and their

planning were functiona which were under the direct control of the central government through the DDC. There

were certain membership attributes and operational procedures that undermined the effectiveness of the DDC
organization as a mass participatory institution.

The DDC was chaired by the DC, who represented the office of the President and Cabinet. Although it

included officials of the Malawi Congress Party, Its affiliates/ district councillors, traditional leaders and other

ooopted members, its composition was numerically dominated by government field agents. In terms of procedures,

the DC set the agenda, called the meetings and generally dominated over the proceedings. '

Estimates of expenditure were submitted by the DC to the cei itral government. The amount allocated to each

district was minimal and could not cover expenses concerning the numerous requests from aft over the district,

The DC and his technical experts thus had a major role in prioritizing the projects in the light of the available

resources. It was due to the DCs knowledge of the government's development programme and expertise at

assessing priorities and making projects plans accordingly that he maintained dominance over the local popular

representatives, who were mostly illiterate. Their view of developmental Involvement was merely the mobilization

of the masses to support government programmes. Thus DDC meetings merely sought to obtain an endorsement

of the DCs decisions by the political and traditional leadership.

The Machinga DDC was, therefore, dominated by the central government bureaucracy because of several
factors:

- Superior knowledge and expertise possessed by the bureaucrats;

- Low level of education and competence ot political and traditional leaders; and

- Dependence on centra! government grants controlled by the DC.

This implied that the scope of activities that could be undertaken by the DDC was severely limited. The size

of individual projects could not either be bigger than ad hoc, piece-meal, localized self help activities. The DDC was,

therefore, neither effectively representative of local interests nor massively participatory due to bureaucratic

dominance In decision making. At the same time, given limited finance, the DDC couid not be adequately

competent to undertake major development projects. Projects and p-ogrammes of national importance, involving

a lot of people and large financial commitments were likely to remain under more centrally controlled rather than
localized development institutions.
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3. CASE STUDY 2 - SELF-HELP GRAVITY-FED RURAL PIPED WATER PROJECTS

The rural piped water projects were perhaps ihe most successful rural development efforts in Malawi so far.
Successful in terms of having:

- Benefited ihe greatest number of peoplo in a relatively short time;

- Low capital outlays and maintenance costs;

- Replicability nation-wide; and

- Sustainability in the long run.

These were small scale community basGrt projects, remarkable by tho rheii reliance on local communities for their

initiation, implementation and maintenance. They used cheap and appropriate technology Involving no machinery

but mereiya system of feeder pipes and storage tanks and taps for further distribution of clean water to villages.

There were supported financially by NGOs, notably the ChrUian Service Committee of the churches in Malawi.

There were 55 completed rural piped water projects nation-wide in 1989. Ali the projects had been

successful, Thus ft was fairly easy to generalise about their characteristics and operations.

The first rural gravity-fed piped water project was initiated in Zomba district in southern Malawi in 1963.

Initially such projects were in the hands of the Ministry of Community Services. In 1979, the Department of Lands

Evaluation and Water was formed to take control over water matters. The formation of this department meant that

the government put a high priority on the provision of clean water to the rural masses.

The rural piped water projects were designed to reach ihe maximum numher of rural people. Whereas the

cost of materials would be borne by government and NGOs which would essist self help movements, the initiation,

implementation and maintenance was to be the responsibility of the local communities themselves. It was realized

by the Malawi government that such a type of project could succeed if there was collaboration between the central

government and the rural communities. As a consequence, an elaboraie structure of self help committees was set

up to ensure adequate implementation and participation of the local communities in determining the character,

extent and direction of the water developmtrii on.'.rt.

The DDCs were given a prominent ro's in the devpinpn-jn* of water projects. The DOC submitted

development proposals to the central government which funded a proportion ot material costs; labour was

mobilized locally and voluntarily through area action groups and village action groups which were lower level

organizations of the DDC.

The field services of the department provided technical expertise for the provision of boreholes, protected

shallow welts and the gravity fed piped water. An elaborate local committee structure was formed for the piped

water projects. This structure evolved over a period of two decades. Local committees included:

1. The main committee which initiated the project,

2. Section committees

3. Branch line committees grouping together several committees

4. Village level committees responsible for ihe maintenance ot the village taps.

The projects were done on a sell help basis through cooperation between local people, traditional leaders,

party leaders and members of parliament. The committees were not imposed by central government but were .a

result of grassroots initiative. The main committee was formed when a public meeting was held, led by the chief

of the area and supported by Malawi Congress Party officials, to decide on the necessity of starting a piped water

project. This committee informed the DDC of the proposal, to seek central government material assistance for

cement, piping and taps.

Technical expertise and local initiatives were coordinated in such a way that experts and the local committees

worked hand in hand, not only in the initiation, but also in the implementation and construction of the project as



well as Its maintenance. Digging of tanks, trenches and fitting were done on a self help basis by mobilizing the

community. Actually laying and joining of pipes was supervised closely by a project engineer and a technical

assistant. Surveys and technical problem solving were also the responsibility of the engineer. Maintenance was

community based through local training of the villagers by the technical assistants.

The whole process implied improved communications between all the concerned parties. The local

community development worker's and health assistants were especially helpful in sensitising the local populations

into understanding the value of clean water, and why they must participate in the projects. The party, machinery

was crucial in actually mobilizing the community. The success of the gravity piped water projects was mainly due

"to the high level of local understanding and mobilization that was achieved throughout the country. Table 2

sumrnarizes the country-wide success of the projects. . ■ :■:

Table 2. Gravity-fed piped water projects in Malawi, 1999 :

Region

North

Central

Southern

TOTAL

Number of

schemes

19

11

25

55

Population

served

208 000

- 154 000

878 000

1 240 000

Number of taps

1571

1091

5586

8248

It has worked out that 150 people share one tap. The costs of construction and maintenance are very low.

The capital cost was K20 per consumer; national recurrent costs amounted to K300.00 a year of which 90 per cent

of the cash for maintenance was borne by the government, while the local population; provided labour. In the 20

years since the pilot project, the rural gravity-fed piped water projects'have benefited i.24 million people country
wide. Over one third of the rural population now had access to clean water, and it was estimated that about 54 per

cent of this was supply was from the piped water projects. In addition to thte growth, the distribution had been

equitable in terms of the fact that taps were communally allocated to villages and not to individuals..., ,

The success of the projects was influenced by several factors: . ,.,

- Strong central government support for NGO development efforts;

- Favourable geographical/hydrological settings; ... .

- Perceived need for clean water amongst rural people; and

- A strong self-help tradition.

It may thus be argued that the system evolved as a result of real need, in which community involvement at all levels

led to successful completion of the projects. Hence, it bred community confidence in innovation and boosted a

sense of pride amongst the communities. By working within traditional structures, the role and Importance of chiefs

was not undermined and traditional values were not overlooked Cooperation with party and government field

agents was improved tremendously by using traditional bases of power as a way to penetrate and influence the

rural communities. The replication of the projects was largely due to the fact that the projects addressed real needs,

and proved that they could deliver the goods only if they were initiated and implemented.

Although capital and recurrent costs are quite low, costs in the future were likely to rise. There might be need

to utilize sites which were either further away or more costly to develop to tap the water sources, as the nearby

mountain streams became fully utilized. This might call for more complex intake structures as well as longer running

metres of pipe per person. Complicated water treatment processes may also be needed. Asking the iocal people

to pay for water has not been politically feasible; it would undermine local willingness to participate in the projects,

as such willingness appeared to be based on the promise of free clean water. The sustainabilify of the projects,

may, therefore, lie In increasing budgetary allocations for maintaining the existing supplies.
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4. CASE STUDY 3 - THE LIWONDE AGRICULTURAL DEVELOPMENT DIVISION

(KAWINGA RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT AND NAMWERA RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECT)

4.1. The National Rural Development Programme

The National Rural Development Programme (NRDP) was conceived within the agricultural policy guidelines

elaborated in the Statement of Development Policies 1971-80. The general emphasis of policy was on the

attainment of a rapid and effective rise in agricultural productivity, by the most economic means. Specifically, there

was to be concentration on the commercialization of subsistence agriculture through the provision of inputs and

extension services. Thus, investments were focused on areas and activities which have an Immediate impact on

agricultural productivity. The strategy calls for efficient delivery of agricultural services such as extension, input

supplies, .credit, marketing and support infrastructure. The NRDP was influenced in concept by donors such as the

World Bank who saw the need for a broader concept of development which would emphasise growth with equity

and involve the whole rural population. Hence, former area-specific, intensive development projects which had been

set up since independence were unified into a country-wide NRDP: operated through the Department of Agricultural

Development in the Ministry of Agriculture. The NRDP was an extensive integrated development programme, largely

funded by external donors. It was administratively decentralized into eight agricultural development divisions of

which Uwonde was one. Implicit in the NRDP policy and extension strategy was the notion that emphasis on

'progressive' elements will lead to a demonstration effect among smallholder farmers, ft was assumed that

technological improvement in agricultural practices would spread, leading to increases in output and productivity.

There would, therefore, be rapid commercialization of subsistence agriculture, which would benefit the majority of
the smallholders.

4.2. The Liwonde Agricultural Development Division

The Liwonde Agricultural Development Division was in south-eastern Malawi. It covered 14 per cent of the

total land surface and held about 17 per cent of the population. Toial area was 1,361,989 hectares of which 769,749

ha (56.5 per cent) was classified as arable out of which 287,581 ha (37.4 per cent) was cultivated. About 94 per

cent of the 1.5 million inhabitants were farmers, consisting of 338,517 farming families. There were an average of

4 persons a family with a farm size of 0.85 ha. In 1989, there were 2,007 (mixed) farmers' clubs with a total

membership of 49,041. )n addition, there were 268 newly-formed women's clubs with 6,651 members. Credit (seed,

fertilizer, pesticides) was given to farmers' dubs/credit groups rather than to individuals. The club/group was also

the focus of extension advice. It must be assumed, therefore, that only members of the credit/extension clubs had

access to credrt and extension. About 88 per cent of all the crop area was covered by maize in both pure stands

as well as in combination with groundnuts or pulses or cassava. Other significant crops were rice, cassava and

cotton. Small quantities of tobacco and sorghum were also cultivated.

The Liwonde Agricultural Development Division was established In 1980 and developed in response to-NRDP

concepts and policies. It adhered to the integrated, multi-sectoral approach to development and aimed at reducing

short-term food shortages while working towards long-term food surplus, promotion of cash cropping, and

spreading the development effort to lower income groups in the rural population. To attain its objectives, this

agricultural division was divided into five rural development projects (RDPs): Zomba, Kawinga, Namwera, Mangochi

and Balaka, which were coordinated centrally from the Management Unit based in Liwonde. The principle behind

the extension effort was that ft must be effective", by Involving the majority of the farmers through their participation

in multi-purpose farmers' clubs, to which a fortnightly extension service was supposed to be provided. Following

is a discussion of two of the rural development projects, Kawinga and Namwera.

4.3. Kawinga Rural Development Project

This project covered an area of 297,400 ha of which 108,400 ha were arable with 52,153 ha under cultivation.

There were 61,675 farming families with an average family size of 4 and a holding of 1.01 ha. There were 671

farmers' clubs consisting of 15,171 members and 71 women;s groups with 2,185 members.
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The project was established in 1980 with financial assistance from the Federal Republic of Germany's Ministry

of Economic Cooperation. Through the German Bank for Reconstruction, 80. per cent of the funding was. provided

from 1980 to 1986. As from April 1986, the project has been funded from the-Malawi Government Revenue Account..

But the German government still provided technical assistance to. the project.

The cropplng.pattem in Kawlnga was similar to that of the division in general and dfd not change significantly

between 1980 and 1989 as can be seen in Table 3. However, there was a significant Increase In the cultivation of
local rather than composite and hybrid mafze. This could be a reflection of the low levei of participation In the credit
groups, through which Improved varieties, were distributed and extension, messages disseminated. However, the
general rise in maize cultivation might have been due to price incentives introduced In 1981 and 1983, which led
to Increased cultivation and sales of maize. Over the same period, cultivation of rice, sorghum and cassava all fell.

As matze became a major cash crop, cultivation of the traditional cash crops (cotton and tobacco) did not register

significant Increases. , , . , ,

Table 3. Kawlhga Rural Development cropping pattern and average yields

CROP

Local malre (purs)

Local maize + groundnuts

Local maize + pulses

Local maize + cassava

Composite make

Hybrid mabe

TOTAL MAIZE

Rice, (ralnted)

Sorghum

Cassava (pure)

Groundnuts (pure)

Pulses (pure)

Cotton

Tobacco

Other crops

1880/81

%

56.0

10.0

2.0

8.5

0.5

0.1

77.1

8.0

1.2

9.6

2.2

0.2

1.0

0,2

0.5

1980/81

kg/ha

664

763

573

573

973

1098

1023

387

2500

448

368

760

340

1984/85

%

67.6

4.1

5.0

4.2

0.6

0.9

82.4

6.2

0.8

7.1

0.9

0.3

1.4

0.5'

0.4

TOTAL 100.0 ' ' 100.0

Source: Uwonde ADD, Planning and Evaluation Division

1984/85

kg/ha

829

848

742

660

1 488

1 669

929

341

2500

302

444

760

435

1988/89

%

70.5

2.7

07

4.0

0.7

2.9

" 81.5

5.7

0.4

4.0

1.9

0.8

2.2

0.5

3.0

100.0 ■

1988/89

kg/ha

1 183

916

1 380

1 009

753

2 403

1 822

520

2200

327

420:

850

320

change in

kg/ha 1980-89

%

78.2

20.0

140.8

75.1

•22.6

118.8

78.1

34.4

-12.0

-27.0

1 14.1

tile

•5.9

Overall, the decade of structural adjustment, which ushered In an era of commodfty price liberalization, was

characterized, by the commercialization of maize production In Kawinga. Maize was the major staple and had

always been the dominant cultivated crop. It was thus centralto agricultural development and the maintenance of

food self-sufficiency. But, although Its overall cultivation was increased and productivity was positive, the
commercialization of maize also posed a major danger. Maize was more vulnerable to the vagaries of changes in

rainfall than either cassava or sorghum. The lack of significant uptake of cash crops also meant that the sale of
maize became a major source of income. Hence, medium to long-term food self-sufficiency was not guaranteed.

. Land distribution in Kawinga was characterised by the fact that.84 per cent of afl.hoidings were less than 1.5

ha Where holdings were (ess than 0.5 ha, 94 per cent of all cultivations were of maize. With holdlngsof 2.0-2.5, ha,

85 per cehtof the cultivation was given to maize and this proportion dropped to 64 per cent where holdings were,
larger than 2.5 ha. The corresponding proportions for local maize were 81 per cent (holdings up to.0.5 ha), 75 per
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cent (2.0-2.5 ha) and 40 per cent (holdings over 2.5 ha). The prevalence of local maize cultivation amongst the
smaller land holders implied that most produce more for subsistence than for sale - the reverse was seen in the

holdings of 2.5 ha or more. The improved varieties are grown for sale as they are not preferred for local

consumption because they are not as palatable as local varieties and do not keep long in storage. It was, therefore,

the farmers with the larger holdings who became the commercial maize farmers. In "addition, the greater

concentration of the smaller farmers on local (subsistence) maize production implied that their agricultural practices

were more restricted and that they were unlikely to cultivate improved varieties to any significant extent or to

cultivate other cash crops. Farmers with the larger land holdings were, therefore, more likely to have more

diversified agricultural practices, Including cash cropping.

Table 4. Kawinga Rural Development Project land holding size .

_ and distribution and mean holding size by holding size category, 1989

Holding size category (ha) % of holdings Mean holding size (ha) . .

0.00 - <0.50

050- <1.00

1.00- <1.50

1.50- <2.00

2.00 - <2.50

>2.50

TOTAL

20.4

39.8

23.8

8.2

3.3

4.5

100.0

0.35

0.75

1.23

1.70

2.21

3.08

1.01

In general, the use of fertilizer corresponded to the pattern of production. The average rate of fertilizer use

was 9 kg/ha lor local maize, and 31 kg/ha for hybrid maize. This reinforced the argument that smaller farmers, who

concentrate on local maize production, do not get as much yield from their fields as farmers who cultivate larger

land holdings, partly die to lack of access to credit and extension. Thus, they are not as involved In commercial

cropping of maize as the larger farmers. Indeed, if they sold their maize, it would most likely have had to be at the

expense of subsistence.

The extent and value of off-farm economic activities were also determined by the amount of land held.

Cultivators of the smallest category of land holding spent five times more time on off-farm activities as the biggest

land holders. Holders of more than 1.5 ha spent virtually no time on off-farm agricultural employment, and the

largest land holders with more than 72.5 ha spent only 11 per cent of their time on other forms of economic activity

apart from minding their own agricultural enterprises. In addition, they employ agricultural labour from outside the

household. This implied that larger farmers were predominantly occupied by agriculture; they did not need to

supplement their Incomes by off-farm activities. In any case, the safe of improved varieties of maize shoufd bring

In enough Income. Conversely, the smaller farmers may even have had to buy in maize for food and thus they had

to be involved in off-farm economic activities.

in summary, commercialization of agriculture in Kawinga was inequitable and had tended to favour the

farmers with larger holdings rather than those-wrth smaller ones.

The low level of credit and extension outreach meant that there had been a low level of institutional

effectiveness; the majority of the smallholder farmers had not been able to participate in the credit andextension

scheme. The setting up of the project did not take account of local expressed opinion of needs -the project had

been conceived in the light of what the planners considered to be the needs of the population based on baseline

surveys done in the 1970s. The local DDC was not consulted In the design of the project Thus, even in its

operations, the DDC was not involved in planning, implementation and evaluation of the project's activities. Neither

were the farmers' clubs. Even packages for the farmers, including the extension 'messages' were technocratlcaily

determined, with little consultation with local farmers. The smallholder farmers were, therefore, simply implementors
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of bureaucraticaiiy designed plans, packages and receivers of centrally determined extension messages. Popular

participation'^ the development process In Kawinga was thus severely limited.

The overwhelming reliance of the Kawinga Agriculture Development Division on foreign funding was

highlighted by a significant fail in its overall operations after the German donors ceased to provide financial

assistance In 1986. As a consequence, field staff organization was affected: their number was kept low and there

was thus a low coverage by the extension service. Means of transportation aiso declined. The overall collection of

data and its analysis also suffered from both inadequate coverage of enumerators and shortage of qualified

analysts. Hence annual surveys were no longer as complete as before the donor funding ceased. The sustainability

of the Kawinga project is, therefore, questionable in the long run. given the continuing economic and financial crisis

In the country. Likewise, the replicability of this type of project is questionable, In the absence of a major

improvement in the economy.

4.4. Namwera Rural Development Project

Namwera Rural Development Project covered an areas of 188,536 ha of which 102,418 ha was arable and

34,684 ha actually cultivated. There were 41,784 farming families with an average family size of 3.6 and farm size

of 0.96 ha. In 1989, Namwera had 280 farmers' clubs consisting of 6,475 members and 26 women's groups with

612 members. The level of credit/extension was, therefore, lower than that for Kawinga.

The Namwera project was under the administration of the Liwonde Agricultural Development Division

Management Unit. It had been funded by the African Development Bank since 1978. The pattern of cultivation was

similar to that found in Kawinga. Between 1980 and 1985, there were significant increases in total maize cultivation,

but it then dropped to below the 1980 level - see table 5. Nevertheless, maize cultivation remained dominant,

sparked mostly by an almost 7 per cent increase in the cultivation of hybrid maize. Although the cultivation of

cassava increase, the average yield fell. Meanwhile groundnuts, pulses, cotton, tobacco and sorghum all face a

decline In levels of cultivation. The overall picture was that traditional cash crops had fared badly in terms of general

cultivation In Namwera; Generally; there was an overall decline in agricultural activity through the project area. The

exception was hybrid maize which became the commercial crop, probably as a result of favourable producer

prices.

Land distribution patterns were much the same as in Kawinga with 82.1 per cent of all land holdings less than

1.5 ha. On average, the smallest land holders had only 0.33 ha, whereas the largest land holders had 3.32 ha.

Generally, the land distribution was heavily skewed in favour of holders of more than 2.0 ha. The largest land

holders total cultivation of local maize in pure stand was 37.9 per cent of their total cultivation and their uptake of

hybrid maize was 19 per cent as compared to 8.2 per cent for the smallest land holders. The picture that emerged

was, therefore, that Increases in tandholding size were associated with more uptake of hybrid maize cultivation and

higher average yields. As hybrid seed came as part of the credit/extension package, it may be assumed that the

larger landholders were the prime beneficiaries of the project's credit and extension activities.

Likewise, fertilizer use reinforced the pattern of production already outlines. On average, 8 kg/ha were used

on local maize and 21 kg/ha were used on hybrid varieties. The larger landholders who cultivated hybrid maize,

therefore, use more of it per hectare. Hence the higher productivity of hybrid maize as compared to local varieties.

As a measure of the vulnerability, holders of less than 0.5 ha spent time on off-farm employment as

agricultural labourers on other people's farms, and almost all the largest landholders pay other workers as

temporary employees.

' There appeared, therefore, to be a low level of involvement of farmers in the Namwera credit scheme.

Commercialization had not been of the traditional cash crops for the area, but had moved to maize production.

However, this was concentrated amongst the larger farmers who were numerically a minority of the population.
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Table 5. Namwer8 Rural Development Project cropping pattern and average yields

CROP

Local maize (pure)

Local maize + groundnuts

Local maize + pulses

Local maize + cassava

Composite maize

^Hybrid maize

TOTAL maize

FBce (rainfed)

Sorghum

Cassava (pure)

Groundnuts (pure)

Pulses (pure)

Cotton

Tobacco

Other crops

TOTAL

1980/81

%

59.6

11.9

14,2

2.5

2.6

0.6

91.4

0.2

2.0

3.2

2.5

0.3

o.o

0.3

0.1

100.0

1980/81

kg/ha

757

620

659

572

967

1 250

829

414

2 500

524

442

0

1984/35

%

60.9

12.7

16.5

3.1

0.3

0.6

94.1

0.3

0.7

4.1

0.2

0.4

0.0

0.1

0.1

100.0

1984/85

kg/ha

680

613

784

590

1 471

1 731

931

374

2500

400

418

o.o

1988/89

%

55.5

2.7

24.2

0.6

0.1

7,3

90.4

0.1

1.1

3.5

1.1

0.1

0.0

0.0

3.7

100.0

1988/89

kg/ha

958

1 001

1 037

603

1 640

2 238

1 010

1 147

2200

304

380

0

Change 1980-

89 (kg/ha)

%

26.5

61.4

57.4

6.3

69.6

79.0

21.B

177.0

-12.0

-42.0

-14.0

0.0

-100.0

3600.0

Table 6. Namwera land-holding size distribution and mean holding size by holding-size category

Holding size category (ha) % of holdings Mean holding size (ha)

0.00 - <0.50

0.50- <1.00

1.00- <1.50

1.50- <2.00

2.00 - <2.50

>2.50

TOTAL

29.5

35.8

16.8

8.7

5.2

4.0

100.0

0.33

0.75

1.20

1.65

2.19

3.32

0.96

Similarly to the Kawinga project, planning and the determination of farmers' packages and extension

'messages' had been the preserve of the technocrats In the Liwonde Management Unit ...and the project

headquarters. The project appeared to have been ineffective in mobilizing popular participation of smallholder

farmers in the local development process. It had also tended to promote/exacerbate inequality by having a system

of differential access by farmers to project credit, which came along with extension coverage. Namwera had been

operating at a lower level than Kawinga, even with continued external funding. It sustainabillty may not be

guaranteed once donor funding ceases.



5. SUMMARY

Socio-economic development has been problematic in Malawi. The initial high growth rates attained during

che first decade and a hat* of independence could not be sustained. Historically-determined structural rigidities in

Ihe economy have tendered economic uiversmcaiioi1. difficult Huncc ihe continued dependence on estate

agriculture for foreign exchange eai nirtgs, t\n<3 on stnallholoer agriculture for subsistence. Meanwhile the industrial

sector remeins undeveloped, These constraints have perpetuated Malayan dependence en foreign aid tor her

development. Recourse to structural adjustment loans, with their accompanying conditions, has constrained

Malawi's development choices further. The apparent recoveiy of the economy, based on increased agricultural

exports, rr.arks the fact thai the structure! adjustment programme was characterised by noglect of the public health

and education sec:o.-s; and oy a u;nG.-spo'.aiiig reduction in overa.! aevvophie.ii w^nditura The overa!! effect

Is that thejrnpowerij:h:rteni of the population has been accelerated.

The four case studies have revealed sipnificant differences in terms of success srvi/or failure to attain broad-

based rural development. Generally smell-scale grassroots-based projects have led to limited but more equitable

growth. Larger, capital-intensive projects have shown impressive prowth rates in terms of production levels, but

smallholder productivity has generally been fa'iing, and rural differentiation h?s increased lit favour of larger

'progressive' farmers, The case si!idi«s have, ihus, revealed a mixed bag of experiences, which also shows the

different relationships between cunlral government and rural rorm.iuiiities, a*id how vgriatio:is in this relationship

affect the patterns of development.

Locally-initiated, smaii-scale self-help projects in Malawi suffer from a shortnge of financing, end a lack of

technical expertise. Lack of adequate funding r.eoesi.i* "Go *.k ■-■",.>' -;e ^n oaltry central government grants. The

limited technical expertise also promotes reiiance or* cunfiui go'wmnmeiU field agents. These tendencies constrain

the effectiveness of local participation ir rural development, as they -.-mr-hastee the central/ and dominance of

central government in n.ral development. Local, participatory oeli-hnip nryelooment has thus been a failure in

Malawi.

NGO-assisted self-help has, however been quite successful, on account of the readiiy available funding from

the NGOs. This alternative iu.iUiiiLj<ipp«aibio reum'.iioiifc. jviinHt y^vwriineru uuruiol over the rural development

process, while ft still maintains the function of cooul'natim a no technical support of the development effort. The

rural pravity-fed piped wa^r prr.i.;r^ \^'i\--\ *i»n* ^cpn-tpff-atp -r,. ■p^.^-io * -nd r-^ordination betweer central

government, NGO, and local self-help efforts can lead to successful rural development, especially when the projects

are based on feit needs, have direct (proven) benefits .o the cotamunJiy, and are locally initiated.

The national, capital-intensive inieyftutfJ ;u»t! <.j'd-.oiOpint;rii prujecU., iiowevar, reveal quite different results.

The necessity to follo^' a >iai;onpi <:'£>•- ohifrrV. pc'icv in- the rural dr.-vel.<| r^r-t f-iojacU-, and tho dependence ol

the programmes on donor funding tend to reinforce -;t ntral govcirmer.; contrii and direction of rural development.

The need to r.how substantive success leads to conc;:n1"ation on physical growth and on improvement of macro-

economic indicators. Hence the concentration of the credit and extension services in both Kawinga and Namwera

rural development projects on i!v'«,/. 'protj.t."■>:.;W k:. *Mers, aiti.-5C:X.j^i;s^of ih.:. iw^o ity of the stnallhoiders This

form of devefopment thus tends to be far !3£-spa'ticipGtory than locally-inlilati-sd Bel'-hslpandtheNGO-assistedself-

hefp projects In Malawi. It also tend?, io benefit fewer psople, leading tc> Increasing rural inequality.

Howovei. the case studies show that whore local development institutions are strong, there tends to be more

grassroots participation. On the other hand, the sirengsh of centra, government agencies signals weakness In local

participation and lessened focal control over the development process. This implies that attempts to strictly abide

by and implement national policies constrains local participatory development, and may lead to actions which may

be contrary to the promotion of egaUarian t^oals. rheu is, inetelure, a need to stih/e io maintain a workable

balance between ioca! participation and centralised guidance or control,

Rural development efforts can only be sustained Given local stippcri and adequate local funding. LocaSly-

initialed self-help projects are unsustainable due tr: i;>cr; o iinante. Central ^cntrnt ovf>r The limited resources also

dampens enthusiasm. NGO-assisted self-help benetiis front NC-iO anu government technical support. Its success
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encourages the initiation of further projects; hence the sustainability of the rural piped water projects. Dependence

on foreign funding and high capita! intensity preclude the replication of the integrated rural development

programmes. It is also doubtful whether the high levels of operation of the rural development projects.could be

•sustained should donor funding cease.

The rural development experiences in Malawi are thus varied. The crucial determinants of success and/or

failure are the availability or lack of local financing, the institutionalization of local self-help frameworks, the

assistance of NGOs, and the degree of central government control over finance and local institutions. The state

thus plays a crucial role in the mediation of rural development. Where NGOs are involved, the state's centrality

tends to be somewhat reduced and local participation is enhanced.
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